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Subject: Guidance for Cultivators on License Plant

Count Consolidation Processes
Reason: The MRA and Metrc are providing guidance regarding the consolidation of
plants counts for cultivators holding stacked co-located licenses.

Greetings Metrc Users,
The MRA and Metrc are excited to announce updates regarding the plant count
inventory of medical and adult-use cultivators that hold stacked class C licenses.
Medical growers are now permitted to hold their plant inventory within any of their colocated stacked licenses as long as the total plant count does not exceed the limits
dictated by the total number of stacked class C licenses.
•

Example: A single medical grower class C license authorizes up to 1,500
marijuana plants. If a licensee holds five stacked medical grower class C licenses
at the same address, that licensee can hold up to 7,500 marijuana plants on one
of their five licenses if the other four licenses all hold zero plants.

Similarly, adult-use marijuana growers with co-located stacked class C licenses or
excess marijuana grower licenses are now permitted to hold their plant inventory within
any of their stacked licenses as long as the total plant count does not exceed the limits
dictated by the total number of stacked/co-located licenses.
•

Example: A single adult-use marijuana grower class C license authorizes up to
2,000 marijuana plants. If a licensee holds five stacked adult-use marijuana
grower class C licenses at the same address, that licensee can hold up to 10,000
marijuana plants on one of their five licenses if the other four licenses all hold
zero plants.

Please note, for licensees holding equivalent medical and adult-use cultivator licenses,
the above plant count allowance updates are permissible exclusively within the medical
market or exclusively within the adult-use market; plants held in one market will not
count for or against plant counts in the other market.
•

Example: It is not permissible for a licensee holding one medical grower class C
license (1500 plants) and one adult-use marijuana grower class C license (2000
plants) to hold 3500 plants on either of their licenses. In this example, the
medical grower class C license cannot hold more than 1500 plants and the adultuse marijuana grower class C license cannot hold more than 2000 plants.
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There are two different processes detailed below that cultivators can follow to
consolidate their existing plant inventory. Please note, cultivators that do not wish to
consolidate their plant counts are not required to participate. Further, there is no opt-in
requirement or MRA approval necessary for a cultivator to begin executing either of the
below processes.

Option 1: Phase Out Consolidation Process
Cultivators opting to utilize the phase out process are expected to continue conducting
all day-to-day reporting activities across their active stacked licenses within Metrc.
To execute the phase out consolidation process, existing inventory in a license number
that is being phased out should remain within that same license number throughout its
growth cycle. The license number that is being phased out should also be utilized to
execute the harvest, testing, and transfer of its existing inventory in accordance with the
MRA’s administrative rules. As plant count inventory depletes within the license
number(s) that is being phased out, the cultivator can begin increasing the number of
plants within their desired destination license number(s). Please note, the totality of a
licensee’s plant count inventory across their stacked licenses must not exceed the
permissible limits dictated by their total number of stacked licenses.
•

Example: A single adult-use marijuana grower class C license authorizes a
licensee to grow up to 2,000 marijuana plants. If an entity has two stacked/colocated adult-use marijuana grower C licenses, one license could hold 4,000
plants if the other license has been phased out so that it holds zero plants.
However, during the phase out process, if the license being phased out still holds
1,000 plants, then the desired destination license can only hold up to 3,000
plants.

Option 2: Transfer Consolidation Process
The transfer process would allow for growers to conduct a more immediate
consolidation of plant inventory to the desired destination license number. Although this
process will expedite the consolidation efforts, there are additional steps and
considerations that need to be taken.
1. Create items for all plants (immature, vegetative, and flowering) intended for
transfer.
2. Select the plants for transfer and click the “create packages” button.
a. For immature plants, you will be creating a package from the batch of
plants, whereas for vegetative and flowering plants, you will need to select
each individual plant strain specific to create a package.
b. If a licensee chooses to transfer vegetative and/or flowering plants, the
plant tags that were associated to the plants at the license being phased
out will no longer be active once the package is created.
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After completing the below steps, new plant tags that correspond with
the desired destination license number must be applied.

3. Enter the relevant information for package creation.

4. Select packages for transfer to the desired destination license and click “new
transfer”.

5. Enter the relevant information for transferring to the desired destination license
and register the transfer.
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6. Once the transfer is received at the desired destination license number, go to the
active packages grid.
7. Within the active packages grid, identify the plant packages that have been
transferred.
8. For immature plant batches, select the “create plantings” button
a. If the plants being packaged were vegetative or flowering, please go to
step 10.
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9. Enter the relevant information for recreating the immature plant batch into the
desired destination license.

10. For vegetative or flowering plants, select the “unpack plants” button.

11. Enter the relevant information for recreating the vegetative or flowering plants
into the desired destination license.
a. New tags from the desired destination license would need to be applied to
live plants being added in for consolidation
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Please feel free to contact support at support@metrc.com or 877-566-6506 with any questions.
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